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System pausing at pre-determined positions during multimedia presentations can enhance
multimedia learning. However, the pause positions are usually set up based on the structure
of the learning material (e.g., segmentation principle) rather than on the complexity of its
different sections (as determined by levels of element interactivity, according to cognitive
load theory). This study investigated the effectiveness of complexity-determined system
pauses positioned either before or after complex (high element interactivity) sections of a
slideshow multimedia presentation. The study adopted a single-factor between-subjects
design and randomly assigned 128 undergraduates to four experimental conditions, namely
(1) pausing before high element interactivity, (2) pausing after high element interactivity, (3)
learner pausing and (4) no pausing. The research results revealed that complexity-determined
system pausing approaches and learner pausing resulted in better test performance and
instructional efficiency than the continuous presentation without pausing. The findings
suggest that pauses allow students more time to deal with learning contents with high element
interactivity, thus reducing potential cognitive overload and resulting in better performance
compared with continuous presentation. However, no significant difference was found
between the two types of system pausing and learner pausing in all measures.
Implications for practice or policy:
• Instructional designers could insert pauses before or after learning contents with high
complexity when designing dynamic multimedia presentations.
• Instructional designers could combine system pausing and learner pausing when
designing dynamic multimedia presentations.
• Instructional designers and educational system developers could develop automated
systems for adding complexity-determined system pauses to learning materials based on
real-time evaluation of the level of complexity.
Keywords: cognitive load theory, system pausing, learner pausing, multimedia, element
interactivity, quantitative

Introduction
Cognitive overload induced by processing dynamic, rapidly changing information often occurs in learning
with multimedia presentations (Khacharem et al., 2015). According to cognitive load theory (Sweller, 2020;
Sweller et al., 2011), limited processing capacity (only a few elements of information at a time) and duration
(only a few seconds) of working memory are the major factors influencing the effectiveness of learning
materials and tasks. Dynamic multimedia presentations use various dynamic forms of visual and verbal
representations, such as videos or animations with narrated verbal explanations. Such information is
transient – it disappears shortly after having been displayed or spoken. The transient nature of dynamic
visual and verbal representations (Berney & Bétrancourt, 2016; Wong et al., 2020) makes it difficult for
learners to process and integrate different forms of such information within limited time without
overloading working memory (Biard et al., 2018; Merkt et al., 2018).
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Using system- or learner-controlled pauses is considered as an effective way of dealing with the transient
nature of dynamic multimedia presentations (Castro-Alonso et al., 2021). However, there are unresolved
questions about the placing of pauses in multimedia presentations and factors influencing such placing (Lee
et al., 2020). The current study proposed a new type of system-controlled pauses – the complexitydetermined pauses that are placed according to the complexity (or levels of element interactivity, according
to the terminology of cognitive load theory) of different sections in learning materials. Two variations of
such complexity-determined pauses were investigated – the pauses positioned either before or after
complex (high element interactivity) sections of multimedia presentations. The effects of these two types
of system pausing approaches on learning performance, cognitive load and instructional efficiency were
compared with those of learner pausing and an equivalent continuous multimedia presentation without
pausing. The following sections review the theoretical bases for the proposed two types of complexitydetermined system pausing approaches and present the hypotheses for the experiment.
Studies on pausing multimedia presentations
There are two major types of pausing in multimedia presentations – learner pausing and system pausing
(Wouters et al., 2007). Learner pausing adopts a learner-controlled approach to pausing multimedia
presentations, and it is regarded as a means of personalising learning (e.g., Hasler et al., 2007; Höffler &
Schwartz, 2011; Schwan & Riempp, 2004). Some instructional principles were developed based on this
approach, such as interactivity principle (Bétrancourt, 2005) and self-pacing principle (van Merriënboer &
Kester, 2014). Most studies on this approach showed that giving learners control over the pace of
multimedia learning could reduce the negative effects caused by the transient nature of multimedia material
compared with continuous presentations (e.g., Hasler et al., 2007; Schwan & Riempp, 2004).
However, since a learner is the key actor in the learner pausing approach, large individual differences in
the use of pausing during learning might directly influence the effectiveness of this approach (Tabbers &
de Koeijer, 2010). In addition, a number of studies found very limited (if any) use of a pause function by
some learners (e.g., Biard et al., 2018; Hasler et al. 2007). A possible reason for this finding is that pausing
at appropriate positions is highly dependent on learners’ ability to monitor their own learning, but novice
learners normally lack such ability (Biard et al., 2018).
System pausing, the other approach to pause multimedia presentations, occurs when the presentations stop
automatically at pre-determined positions, and it is the system rather than learners that controls the position
of pauses (Merkt et al., 2018). Most of the studies of this approach have inserted pause positions based on
the structure of learning contents (i.e., the system pausing by segmentation) (e.g., Biard et al., 2018; Hasler
et al., 2007; Mayer & Chandler, 2001; Spanjers et al., 2010). For example, in the study of Biard et al.
(2018), a video was used to explain the procedure of making hand orthoses by steps with system pausing
at the end of each step, and participants could move to the next step with the “Play” button. Another example
is the study of Mayer and Chandler (2001), in which the phenomenon of lighting was explained using an
animation presenting 16 segments. Pauses were inserted at the end of each segment, and participants could
determine when to go to the next segment by clicking on the “Play” button. The pauses inserted between
the pre-determined sections are supposed to give learners more time to review and consolidate the
information of each major section to avoid the risk of cognitive overload when processing and integrating
new incoming information (Spanjers et al., 2010). The system pausing by segmentation is deemed useful
for learning contents with explicit structures, such as well-defined procedures (e.g., Biard et al., 2018) or
concepts that could be segmented into several parts (e.g., Mayer & Chandler, 2001).
In summary, learner pausing is regarded as an effective way for avoiding cognitive overload caused by
continuous multimedia presentations (e.g., Hasler et al., 2007; Schwan & Riempp, 2004). However, the
notable individual differences in learners’ use of pauses during learning (Tabbers & de Koeijer, 2010) and
high demands of efficient monitoring of the appropriate uses of pausing (Biard et al., 2018) made it
unrealistic to guarantee the effectiveness of the learner pausing approach. On the other hand, system
pausing might be a good approach for ensuring that all learners are given a break at the appropriate position
by the automatic pause. However, most of the previous studies focused only on learning materials with
clear structure, where positions of system pauses were determined by structural segmentation (e.g., Hasler
et al., 2007; Mayer & Chandler, 2001; Spanjers et al., 2010), which may reduce the potential value of the
system pausing approach for multimedia materials without clear, well-outlined structure.
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Rationales for complexity-determined system pausing
In cognitive load theory, element interactivity is considered as the main source of cognitive load (Sweller,
2010, 2020). High levels of element interactivity could be generated by learning materials or tasks that
require simultaneous processing of a large number of information elements that cannot be understood
independently (Chen et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018; Sweller, 2010, 2020). High levels of element
interactivity could overload learner working memory and impede learning, especially for learners with low
levels of prior knowledge (Sweller, 2010, 2020).
Cognitive overload caused by high element interactivity often occurs in multimedia learning environments
that require learners to process transient pictorial and verbal representation simultaneously and to integrate
them for understanding (Khacharem et al., 2015; Sweller, 2010, 2020). In such environments, learners need
to maintain parts of the fleeting narrated information in working memory while searching and matching the
corresponding information from the pictorial representation (frequently, also dynamic) and then integrate
these representations to make sense of the instructional message (Ayres & Paas, 2007; Kalyuga, 2009;
Leahy & Sweller, 2011). Tying the positions of system pauses to high element interactivity parts of dynamic
multimedia presentations could potentially alleviate cognitive overload associated with such maintenance,
search-and-match and mental integration activities.
The rationale for system pauses positioned before complex (high element interactivity) sections could be
related to the isolated-interacting elements effect in cognitive load theory (Chen et al., 2017; Lin et al.,
2015; Pollock et al., 2002; Sweller, 2010). Isolated-interacting elements effect occurs when presenting
individual elements (without connections to other elements) in the first phase of instruction followed by
presenting all the interacting elements together in the second phase, which results in more efficient learning
than presenting fully interacting elements in both phases of instruction (Chen et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2015;
Pollock et al., 2002; Sweller, 2010). This principle has been recently applied to avoid cognitive overload
from high levels of element interactivity in e-learning environments (e.g., a simulation-assisted learning
environment in Lin et al., 2015). However, it has not been adopted to the design of system pauses for
optimising multimedia learning.
With the system pausing before the start of high element interactivity narration, learners could first
familiarise themselves with individual pictorial elements during the pauses, and then handle transient
information and integrate the interactive pictorial and verbal elements with less effort during the following
narration. Based on the isolated-interacting elements effect (Chen et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2015; Pollock et
al., 2002; Sweller, 2010), learners should be able to search the corresponding pictorial representation more
easily during the narration, thus making more cognitive resources available for integrating activities.
The rationale for system pauses positioned after complex (high element interactivity) sections provides
learners with sufficient time to process, maintain and consolidate the complex and transient information
they have just studied, which is also a major cause behind the benefits of the segmentation effect (Spanjers
et al., 2010; Spanjers et al., 2012). According to the time-based resource sharing model of working memory
(Barrouillet & Camos, 2007), learners could focus on either processing or maintaining tasks at a time as
the two tasks share the limited attentional resource. Therefore, rapidly switching away from processing the
information that they have just received will not only impede the maintenance and consolidation of the
information that they have previously learnt but also negatively affect their following learning.
If pauses are inserted immediately after the narration with high element interactivity, learners would have
more time to review the pictorial representation and complete the required search-and-match and
integration processes and would need less mental effort for integrating the pictorial information still
displayed on the screen and verbal information maintained in learner working memory. Thus, the system
pause after high element interactivity should contribute to the maintenance and consolidation of the
information that has just been received.
Hypotheses
The current study compared the two suggested types of complexity-determined system pausing (system
pausing before or after high element interactivity), learner pausing and continuous presentation without
pausing. Immediate and delayed post-tests performance, cognitive load during learning and instructional
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efficiency (an aggregated indicator of the relationship between the test performance and cognitive load)
were measured. The following three hypotheses were proposed based on the literature review and
theoretical rationales grounded in cognitive load theory:
•
•
•

H1. Participants in both complexity-determined system pausing conditions (before and after high
element interactivity) will demonstrate better performance in all measures than the participants in
the continuous presentation without pausing condition.
H2. Participants in the learner pausing condition will demonstrate better performance in all
measures than the participants in the continuous presentation without pausing condition.
H3. Participants in both systems complexity-determined pausing conditions will show better
performance in all measures than the participants in the learner pausing condition.

Research method
Experimental design and participants
A single-factor between-subjects design was employed to test the hypotheses. The independent variable
was the type of pausing (four experimental conditions). The dependent variables were the immediate and
delayed post-tests performance, cognitive load in the learning phase and instructional efficiency indicator.
The experiment was conducted from July to September in 2019. A total of 128 undergraduates from a
national university in northern Taiwan were randomly assigned to four experimental groups: system
pausing before high element interactivity group (9 males and 23 females), system pausing after high
element interactivity group (11 males and 21 female), learner pausing group (8 males and 24 females) and
continuous presentation without pausing group (7 males and 25 females). The mean age of the participants
was 20.11. None of them had learnt about the topic before the experiment. No significant difference was
found between the four groups in the scores for the prior knowledge test before the intervention, F(3, 124)
= 0.82, p = .487 based on the results of one-way ANOVA. All participants were required to read and sign
an informed consent form detailing the purpose of this study and their rights as participants.
Learning materials
The learning material for the study was revised from an earlier version (Liu et al., 2021) on the topic of
mindfulness. This multimedia slideshow presentation is composed of 27 slides explaining concepts of
mindfulness and the brain knowledge related to mindfulness using pictorial representations and
accompanying narrations (2044 words; 7 min 25 s in duration for the continuous presentation). Eight of the
27 slides were identified as “high element interactivity” sections according to the definition of element
interactivity (Chen et al., 2017; Sweller 2010, 2020). For each of these eight sections, learners had to
process several interconnected elements of pictorial and verbal information simultaneously and integrate
them for understanding. The classification of these eight slides as high element interactivity sections was
confirmed by three experts who were familiar with element interactivity concept and instructional design.
Figure 1 provides examples of a high element interactivity section (slide) and a low element interactivity
section (slide) used in the study. Figure 1(a) explains the signal transmission processes between the
amygdala and hypothalamus in the fight-or-flight response using pictorial representation and narration.
Figure 1(b) elaborates on the meaning of mindfulness.
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Figure 1. Examples of sections with high (a) and low (b) levels of element interactivity (the narration texts
were translated from Mandarin Chinese).
The content of the learning materials for the four groups was identical, and the only difference between the
groups was whether there were pauses in the multimedia presentation and the pausing type. In the system
pausing before or after high interactivity groups, the presentation was automatically paused before the start
of narration or after the end of narration for the eight sections (slides) with high element interactivity.
Participants were reminded to continue learning after studying the contents of the section by a note next to
the “Play” button. It should be noted that the participants in the complexity-determined system pausing
groups were not allowed to pause the presentation at points of their choice – they could only press the
“Play” button to continue the presentation after the pauses. In the learner pausing group, participants were
allowed to pause and play the presentation whenever they wanted. In the continuous presentation without
pausing group, participants were not allowed to pause the presentation at all.
Measures
The pause behaviours were traced, and the corresponding data were collected with logs and screen
recordings. The log file included all events that occurred while participants were interacting with the
presentation (e.g., pauses taken) and the timestamps for each event (e.g., pauses taken and play taken). The
number of pauses and the duration of each pause were calculated from the log files for the learner pausing
group and both system pausing groups. Each pause shown on the log file was recorded as one instance of
pause, and the timestamps of each pause and the following play were used to calculate the duration of each
pause (timestamp of the following play minus timestamp of pause). The durations of all pauses were added
to obtain a total pause duration of each participant. The screen recording files captured the exact look of
slides when each pause was taken in the sections with high or low element interactivity levels by
participants in the learner pausing group.
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The prior knowledge test, immediate and delayed post-tests were revised versions of previously used tests
(Liu et al., 2021). The revised versions of all tests were reviewed and revised by three experts who were
familiar with the topic of mindfulness. The prior knowledge test was used to measure participants’ prior
knowledge of basic concepts of mindfulness. It included 10 multiple-choice questions (e.g., “Which one of
the following statements about mindfulness meditation practice is false?”), with one point allocated for
each correctly answered item (maximum score of 10 for the test). The immediate post-test was used to
evaluate participants’ understanding of the concepts of mindfulness and knowledge of the brain processes
related to mindfulness. There were 38 items in the immediate post-test, consisting of nine matching items
and 29 multiple-choice questions (e.g., When a human encounters a life-threatening emergency, the brain
will activate a set of associated mechanisms to respond to this situation. Which one of the following
statements about this mechanism is true?). One point was given for each correctly answered item (with a
maximum possible score of 38 for the test). The Kuder-Richardson formula 20 (KR-20) which was
frequently used for testing internal consistency of the items scored right versus wrong (Fraenkel et al.,
2011) revealed a moderate internal consistency reliability of 0.66. The delayed post-test was used to assess
the level of retention of the participants’ understanding of the learning material. The content of the delayed
post-test was identical to the immediate post-test except for the sequence of the items. The internal
consistency reliability of the delayed post-test (KR-20) was 0.75.
A mental effort rating scale was applied to measure the level of cognitive load during learning. The
cognitive load rating scale was a revised version of the scale developed by Paas and Van Merriënboer
(1994). It was composed of three 9-point Likert items to measure participants’ mental effort invested in
remembering the learning content understanding the learning content, and processing the multiple sources
of information during learning. The scale ranged from 1 point (very very low) to 9 points (very very high).
The internal consistency reliability of mental effort rating scale (Cronbach's alpha) was 0.76.
The instructional efficiency (E) was calculated by a combination of standardised scores of mental effort
participants invested in the learning phase (C) and test performance (P) adopting Paas and Van
Merriënboer’s (1993) formula:
E = (P − C)/√2
In this study, the instructional efficiency was calculated separately for the immediate and delayed post-tests
respectively. Higher levels of instructional efficiency indicate that participants learn relatively better with
lower mental effort invested in the learning phase. On the contrast, lower levels of instructional efficiency
indicate that participants learn relatively worse with higher mental effort invested in the learning phase.
Procedure
The experimental procedure consisted of three phases (Figure 2). In the Preparation phase, participants
were informed of the purposes of this study and their rights to quit the experiments anytime at their will.
After giving their consent to participate, the participants provided their personal information and took the
prior knowledge test. Finally, in order to become familiar with the learning task formats in the
corresponding conditions of the intervention phase, the participants went through a sample presentation
with equivalent control tools (if any) on a different learning topic.
In the Intervention phase, participants studied the corresponding multimedia presentations according to
their randomly assigned conditions. Similar to the study of Hasler et al. (2007) which also compared the
effects of system pausing, learner pausing and no pausing conditions, the learning time in the current
experiment was set the same for the four groups to ensure that the potential differences in results would not
be influenced by different study period lengths. Participants in all groups were given 12 min to complete
the learning task. This time limit was determined by a pilot study with five students from the same
population who were not participants in the main experiment (all participants in the pilot study were able
to complete the learning task within 12 min). The presentation was set to play repeatedly till the end of the
time limit if the first round finished earlier, and participants were not allowed to go to the next phase until
the end of the time limit. The mental effort rating scale was administered after the presentation ended.
In the Test phase, the immediate post-test was conducted immediately following the Intervention phase.
The participants in the learner pausing group who had not controlled the video were asked a question about
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the reasons why they did not use the “Pause” button. The delayed post-test was administered 1 week after
the experiment.

Figure 2. Experimental procedure chart
Data analysis
Since specific directional hypotheses were proposed for the differences between the experimental
conditions, a set of planned contrasts was conducted to address each hypothesis (Seltman, 2018), and
Cohen's d was calculated to estimate the corresponding effect size. The main advantage of planned contrasts
is to provide a direct and efficient way to test hypotheses of studies (Furr & Rosenthal, 2003). In the current
study, specific patterns of results for different pairs of groups were expected according to the previous
studies within a framework of cognitive load theory. To address each hypothesis, the contrast weights
assigned to the two groups in each contrast retained the expected pattern and summed up to zero (Furr &
Rosenthal, 2003; Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1985). For example, to address Hypothesis 1, a series of planned
contrasts was conducted with different measures to compare each type of complexity-determined system
pausing with the continuous presentation condition. Accordingly, for the immediate and delayed post-test
scores and instructional efficiency, the contrast weight assigned to the particular type of the complexitydetermined system pausing condition (e.g., system pausing before or after high element interactivity) was
1, the contrast weight assigned to the continuous presentation condition was -1, while the contrast weights
assigned to each of the remaining two conditions were 0.

Results
Number of pauses and pause duration
The number and total pause duration for the two complexity-determined types of system pausing and
learner pausing groups are provided in Table 1. Since the presentation was automatically replayed until the
end of time limit (12 min), for the two system pausing groups, the number of pauses inserted in the first
run of the presentation was fixed (eight) and the additional number of pauses occurred in the following
run(s) of the presentation depended on how much time was left. For the learner pausing group, only 10 out
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of 32 participants pressed the “Pause” button within 12 mins. The total number of the pauses initiated by
these 10 participants was 33 and the total pause duration was 433 s.
Table 1
Means and standard deviations for number of pauses and pause duration (32 participants in each group)
Dependent variable
System pausing
Learner pausing
Pausing before high
Pausing after high
element interactivity
element interactivity

Number of pauses
Total pause duration (s)

M
11.28
112.78

SD
0.96
31.49

M
11.50
84.50

SD
0.95
33.50

M
1.03
13.53

SD
2.51
30.35

For the learner pausing group, further analyses of the pause positions showed that 23 (69.7%) pauses
occurred at slides with high element interactivity and the corresponding total pause duration was 311 s
(71.8%); 10 (30.3%) pauses occurred at slides with low element interactivity and the total pause duration
was 122 s (28.2%). Among the 10 participants who pressed the “Pause” button, six paused only once, two
paused twice, three paused seven times and one paused 11 times. For the participant who paused 11 times,
seven pauses (60 s in total) occurred at the slides with low element interactivity, and his learning
performance was lower than the average performance in the learner pausing group.
Learning performance, cognitive load and instructional efficiency
Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations for immediate and delayed post-tests, ratings of cognitive
load in the learning phase, instructional efficiency (immediate post-test) and instructional efficiency
(delayed post-test).
Table 2
Means and standard deviations for immediate and delayed post-tests, ratings of
instructional efficiency (32 participants in each group)
Dependent
Complexity-determined system
Learner pausing
variable
pausing
Pausing before
Pausing after high
high element
element
interactivity
interactivity
M
SD
M
SD
M
SD
Immediate post-test
30.63
3.28
31.38
3.38
31.25
3.24
(0–38)
Delayed post-test
29.25
4.13
28.81
4.83
29.66
3.73
(0–38)
Cognitive load in
4.11
1.33
4.38
1.55
3.88
1.57
the learning phase
(1–9)
Instructional
0.04
0.93
0.07
1.04
0.29
1.07
efficiency
(immediate posttest)
Instructional
0.14
0.94
-0.05
1.17
0.32
1.01
efficiency (delayed
post-test)

cognitive load and
Continuing
presentation
without pausing

M
29.78

SD
3.57

27.47

4.37

4.68

1.45

-0.40

1.06

-0.42

1.24

Complexity-determined system pausing vs continuous presentation without pausing
For the comparison of the system pausing before high element interactivity and continuous presentation
without pausing groups, the results indicated that the system pausing group performed significantly better
than the continuous presentation group in terms of the delayed post-test score, t(124) = 1.66, p = .049,
Cohen's d =0.42, instructional efficiency (immediate post-test), t(124) = 1.72, p = .044, Cohen's d =0.44,
and instructional efficiency (delayed post-test), t(124) = 2.04, p = .022, Cohen's d = 0.51. No significant
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differences between the two groups were found in the immediate post-test score, t(124) = 1.00, p = .159
and cognitive load during learning, t(124) = -1.52, p = .065.
For the comparison of the system pausing after high element interactivity and continuous presentation
without pausing groups, the results showed that the system pausing group performed significantly better
than the continuous presentation group in terms of the immediate post-test score, t(124) = 1.89, p = .030,
Cohen's d =0.46 and instructional efficiency (immediate post-test), t(124) = 1.85, p = .033, Cohen's d =0.45.
No significant differences were found in the delayed post-test scores, t(124) = 1.26, p = .106, cognitive load
during learning, t(124) = -0.82, p = .207 and instructional efficiency (delayed post-test), t(124) = 1.33, p =
.093.
Learner pausing vs continuous presentation without pausing
The results of the planned contrasts for testing the differences between the learner pausing and continuous
presentation without pausing groups indicated that the learner pausing group performed significantly better
than the continuous presentation group in terms of immediate post-test score, t(124) = 1.74, p = .042,
Cohen's d =0.43, delayed post-test score, t(124) = 2.04, p = .022, Cohen's d = 0.54, instructional efficiency
(immediate post-test), t(124) = 2.67, p = .004, Cohen's d = 0.65, and instructional efficiency (delayed posttest), t(124) = 2.70, p = .004, Cohen's d =0.65. In addition, the learner pausing group perceived significantly
lower cognitive load during learning than the continuous presentation group, t(124) = -2.17, p = .016,
Cohen's d = 0.53.
Complexity-determined system pausing vs learner pausing
For the comparison of the system pausing before high element interactivity and learner pausing groups, the
results of planned contrasts showed no significant differences in the immediate post-test scores, t(124) = 0.74, p = .230, delayed post-test scores, t(124) = -0.38, p = .353, cognitive load in learning phase, t(124) =
0.65, p = .259, instructional efficiency (immediate post-test), t(124) = -0.95, p = .172 and instructional
efficiency (delayed post-test), t(124) = -0.66, p = .256.
For the comparison of the system pausing after high element interactivity and learner pausing groups, the
results of planned contrasts also showed that there were no significant differences between the two groups
in immediate post-test scores, t(124) = 0.15, p = .441, delayed post-test scores, t(124) = -0.79, p = .216,
cognitive load in learning phase, t(124) = 1.35, p = .089, instructional efficiency (immediate post-test),
t(124) = -0.82, p = .206 and instructional efficiency (delayed post-test), t(124) = -1.37, p = .086.

Discussion
Complexity-determined system pausing vs continuous presentation without pausing
(Hypothesis 1)
The results partially supported the first hypothesis that the complexity-determined system pausing
approaches were superior to the continuous presentation without pausing in terms of several measures. The
system pausing proposed in this study is determined by the complexity of multimedia presentation sections.
In cognitive load theory, the complexity of learning materials is described in terms of element interactivity
– a main source of cognitive load. Cognitive overload situations often occur in multimedia presentations
with high levels of element interactivity, inhibiting learning outcomes (Sweller, 2010, 2020). Accordingly,
pausing the parts of learning content with high element interactivity to give learners more time to deal with
the information is undoubtedly the most direct way to reduce potential cognitive overload in multimedia
learning.
In the current study, system pauses were positioned either before or after the sections (slides) with high
levels of element interactivity based on the theoretical framework of isolated-interacting elements effect
(Chen et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2015; Pollock et al., 2002; Sweller, 2010) and segmentation effect (Spanjers
et al., 2010; Spanjers et al., 2012). Previous studies of the isolated-interacting elements effect have focused
mainly on isolated concepts rather than isolated representations (e.g., Lin et al., 2015). The current study
demonstrated the effectiveness of presenting isolated pictorial representations individually in the first place
and subsequently presenting the fully interacting representation (pictorial and verbal) after a pause, which
extended the application of the isolated-interacting elements effect to the design of paused multimedia
environments.
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Providing learners with sufficient time to process, maintain and consolidate the information they have just
received is important for successful learning (Spanjers et al., 2010; Spanjers et al., 2012). Inserting pauses
after sections with high element interactivity could give participants sufficient time to search the parts of
the paused screen mentioned in the previous narration, and then match and integrate the corresponding
elements of the pictorial and verbal representations. These activities are important for maintaining and
consolidating the studied information before receiving and processing new incoming information.
Element interactivity is a key factor affecting the level of cognitive load of learning materials (Sweller,
2010, 2020); however, the level of element interactivity has seldom been considered in designing pausing
approach in multimedia learning. The findings related to the first hypothesis hold significant implication
for both researchers and instructional designers. For researchers, the effect of pausing at learning contents
with high element interactivity indicates a new and not sufficiently investigated way to benefit learning
with dynamic multimedia presentations. The effects of this type of pausing approach need to be verified in
more studies. In addition, we recommend further examining if the pauses inserted based on the level of
element interactivity have different effects on learners with different levels of prior knowledge. For
instructional designers, we recommend evaluating the levels of element interactivity of different sections
of learning contents as the first step when designing multimedia presentations. Inserting pauses at sections
with high element interactivity could be an efficient and direct way of avoiding potential cognitive overload
caused by dynamic multimedia presentations. Learners would be provided with more time to integrate the
visual information shown on the screen and the verbal information from the narration, leading to improved
learning results.
Learner pausing vs continuous presentation without pausing (Hypothesis 2)
The results showed that the presentation with learner pausing was more effective than the continuous
presentation without pausing, which supported the second hypothesis and echoed the findings of the
previous studies (e.g., Hasler et al., 2007; Schwan & Riempp, 2004). It should be noted that only 10
participants in the learner pausing group pressed the “Pause” button. For the rest of the participants, the
most frequently mentioned reasons for not using the “Pause” button were “I don’t need to press the button”,
“I don’t have that habit [pressing the pause button]” and “I don’t want to press the button”. Similar
observations were also reported in the studies of Hasler et al. (2007) and Biard et al. (2018), where only a
few participants pressed the “Pause” button. For example, in Hasler et al.’s study, a learner pausing group
demonstrated better learning performance than a continuous presentation group, even though only one out
of 18 participants pressed the “Stop” and “Play” buttons in the required way during learning. The findings
related to the second hypothesis again pose this interesting research issue that requires further investigation:
why learners demonstrated better learning outcomes when they were allowed to pause the video even if
they did not actually pause it.
Complexity-determined system pausing vs learner pausing (Hypothesis 3)
This study found no significant differences between the complexity-determined system pausing and learner
pausing groups in all measures, thus not supporting the third hypothesis. The results were similar to some
previous studies comparing the system pausing (by segmentation) and learner pausing instructional
conditions (e.g., Hasler et al., 2007). A possible reason is that learner pausing and system pausing had
advantages but also shortcomings when applied to multimedia learning. For learner pausing, learners may
be in the best position to initiate effective pauses according to their needs, but there is a concern that large
individual differences may also affect the learning outcomes (Tabbers & de Koeijer, 2010). For example,
in the current study, the participant in the learner pausing group who had the highest number of pauses did
not actually show better learning performance than other participants in the same group. He paused mostly
at the sections with low element interactivity, thus demonstrating a limitation of the learner pausing
approach.
On the other hand, the system pausing has its strengths. Educators and instructional designers are familiar
with the characteristics of learning materials, and the system pauses determined by them are more likely to
occur at the most appropriate positions (Castro-Alonso & Jansen, 2019; Spanjers et al., 2010). However,
the system pausing might also induce extraneous cognitive load for some learners who do not need to pause
at every position. The findings related to the third hypothesis showed that it is important to consider both
the advantages and shortcomings of the system pausing and learner pausing approaches when designing
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dynamic multimedia presentations. In addition, combining the advantages of complexity-determined
system pausing with learner pausing might be another potential pausing approach in designing dynamic
multimedia presentations. We recommend that future studies evaluate the effectiveness of combining these
two pausing types and investigate the potential effects of learners’ prior knowledge levels on the
effectiveness of pausing.

Conclusions and limitations
In the current study, two new types of system pausing – the complexity-determined pausing approaches –
in the design of multimedia presentations were proposed, and their learning effects were evaluated. The
results showed that the complexity-determined system pausing is potentially as effective as the learner
pausing in terms of overcoming the transient nature of dynamic multimedia presentations and benefiting
learning. The system pausing by segmentation has been well recognised and applied to multimedia
presentations with clearly structured content (Biard et al., 2018; Mayer & Chandler, 2001). The current
study broadened the scope of this approach by showing the potential of the complexity-determined system
pausing in enhancing learning with multimedia presentations. With its focus on sections with high levels
of element interactivity rather than just structural units of the learning materials, this approach may
contribute to the development of instructional principles for designing cognitively optimal multimedia
learning environments. Future studies could investigate the applications of the system pausing determined
by element interactivity to other forms of dynamic representations in multimedia learning. The eventual
goal would be to develop automated systems (Villagrá-Arnedo et al., 2017) for inserting complexitydetermined system pauses in the learning content based on online, real-time evaluation of its level of
element interactivity.
There are serval limitations of this study. First, there is not enough information regarding the participants’
views on the different designs of the video. For example, only participants in the learner pausing group
who had not paused the video were asked why they had not pressed the “Pause” button during learning.
Future studies could conduct a more comprehensive interview following the test phase to obtain more
information about participants’ perceptions of the different experimental conditions. The second limitation
is that since the participants in this study were undergraduates and the topic of mindfulness was rather
narrow, the findings of the reported experiment may not generalise to other populations and other learning
topics. We recommend that future studies examine the effects of the complexity-determined system pausing
approaches with different participants using different learning topics.
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